During and after the Second World War, the Agitation and Propaganda branches of the Yugoslav Communist Party and the related Communist Party of the Julian March started the publication of periodical news issues in the territories they controlled in Istria, and some of these issues were aimed at female audiences. These female-oriented publications encouraged the Italian-speaking Istrian women to mobilize both militarily, in the partisan struggle, and politically, for the construction of the new socialist society through political education and active participation. On the one hand the KPJ made reference to generic Marxist gender egalitarianism; on the other hand, though, it was acting within the context of the preexisting fascist policies of social segregation and belittlement of women.

The primary sources hereby analyzed are the magazine La Donna Istriana and two different publications both named Donne, as well as the wartime pamphlet 8 marzo.
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**Introduction:**

In 1943 the partisan insurrection started in Istria, after Italy’s surrender in September and the subsequent fall of the whole region under Nazi administration, under the denomination of *Operationszone Adriatisches Küstenland* (Operational Zone of the Adriatic Littoral), along with the later Italian region of Friuli-Venezia Giulia and the former province of Ljubljana, which was annexed to fascist Italy after the invasion of Yugoslavia in April 1941. Between the first months of partisan war and the proclamation of Federal
People's Republic of Yugoslavia, almost the whole geographical peninsula gradually fell under the authority of the Yugoslav partisan forces, and the issue of the borders of its north-westernmost part was not solved until the 1954 Memorandum of London. In this period, many editorial ventures started up in the areas under Yugoslav control and the frontier zone that was initially liberated from Nazi control by the Yugoslav partisans, and later divided between the Yugoslav and Anglo-American provisional administrations; these newspapers and magazines had an orthodox socialist political stance, endorsed Yugoslavia's territorial demands on Trieste and followed a clear pattern of political education of their audiences.

Undoubtedly, one should bear in mind that Yugoslavia was a single-party regime, where any kind of journalism had to align with the government's policies in order to circulate. However, this does not fully explain the usage of political education: many reviews and newspapers focused on the construction of a new concept of citizenship and sociality, with a clear tendency to filter reality through the guidelines of socialist orthodoxy and educate the audience to do so. Such a tendency was clearer in the many institutionalized publications, the ones that related to the different bodies and organizations of the KPJ (Komunistička Partija Jugoslavije, Communist Party of Yugoslavia) and its Republican branches, as well as to the people's power's credited institutions, such as Unione degli Italiani, the official association of Istrian Italians, that was born during the partisan war in order to coordinate the military and political activity of its members within the Yugoslav partisan institutions and the context of people's power. The Agitation and Propaganda (Agitprop) branch of the KPJ, whose main task was to produce or propagate orthodox political and cultural products, had a strong role in both the fields of censorship and direct cultural production, by writing articles and manifestos that addressed the audience with the purpose of creating an ideological base for interpreting reality, and also judging what was suitable for publication in the aforementioned institutional newspapers and magazines, so that the vast majority of the materials assumed a firm characterization of political education. The same scheme, despite the different context where the KPJ did not hold an institutional power, worked in the contested territories around Trieste: the local socialist branches of Agitprop and Propaganda acted according to akin schemes and policies in the publications of the provisional Yugoslav institutions during the forty-three days after the liberation from German occupation, as well as of the branches of the later Communist Party of the Free Territory of Trieste.

Some of the aforementioned publications specifically addressed women. Languages and contents of political education, in this case, should necessarily be analyzed alongside the very codification of female gender roles this kind of publications proposed. This codification into predetermined gender roles paired up with every other aspect of political, cultural, and social life, since the purpose of such a political institution that was set up on a preexisting and normalized ideological apparatus, as mentioned, was to apply orthodoxy to the current reality of the society in which the Party was acting and to educate the citizenry to do the same by itself. The female role was thus codified from the starting point of how a woman should act and believe in the actual – or hoped for – socialist society: what her interests should be, what her role was in the home economics, what her social behavior and her obligations towards the Party and its institutions were. Such a need for a codification of gender roles stemmed from the fact that conceptions of a structured femininity were already present in both the ideological framework and the context within which it was being applied. In Marxist orthodoxy, the female question was seen as nothing more than an appendix of the class one: no real theoretical disquisition on gender and roles was ever given by the same Marx, who deemed these kinds of issues to be part of the superstructure, which would have necessarily changed after the relations of production. The oppression of men on women would have disappeared with the disappearance of class division in the socialist society. Therefore, Marxist orthodoxy did not actually question the same bourgeois categorization of predetermined gender roles: it just promoted gender equality.

Marxist visions on gender and orthodox female roles were assumed by the KPJ's cultural production, although within the limits of the context of the preexisting environment of Istria and the Julian March. Until the Italian surrender in September 1943, these territories underwent years of fascist authority, which actively promoted sexist cultural policies with the purpose of reducing the female figure to the function of fireside angel, housewife and birth-giver for the regime's natalist policies.

Nonetheless, during the war the same Yugoslav socialist forces had experienced a big involvement of women in themselves and their struggle. In 1942 female fighters started to enlist in the partisan forces that were controlled
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2 For an overview on the concept of “people’s power” as civic control and administration of the Yugoslav society within the framework of socialist authority, see Mila ORLIC, “La creazione del potere popolare in Istria (1943-1948)”, in Una storia balcanica. Fascismo, comunismo e nazionalismo nella Jugoslavia del Novecento, ed. by Lorenzo BERTUCELLI-Mila ORLIC, Verona: Ombre corte, 2008, 123-151.


by the AVNOJ (Antifasističko Vijeće Narodnog Oslobodenja Jugoslavije, Antifascist Council for the National Liberation of Yugoslavia) and formed the Antifasistički Front Žena Jugoslavije (Women’s Antifascist Front of Yugoslavia): the action of AFŽJ contributed to the creation of a conception of female emancipation, that started from warfare and expanded into the new socialist Yugoslav society later. Numerically, women’s participation in the first partisan units reached a proportion of 20% at the moment of their active inclusion; one hundred thousand more female fighters joined the partisan troops during the conflict, and it is commonly estimated that during the war there were around 25000 losses amongst women.6 The experience of the war also brought to an active inclusion of the women in the heroicist narratives of postwar Yugoslavia’s public culture, even if – as Jelena Batić points out – they were usually represented in roles of active fighting and care at the same time.7

Chiara Bonfiglioli maintains that female participation in Yugoslav political life and the lobbying capability of female associationism had a non-negligible importance in the Yugoslav society after the war, especially in comparison with the Mediterranean European scenario; nonetheless, she also illustrates the presence of conceptions such as a common division between the theorizations of «women’s equality in the public sphere and […] “social motherhood” in the private sphere». While the public claims of gender equality expanded and were emphasized in compliance with Marxist orthodoxy, with the provision of legal grants such as equal pay and welfare, the socialist discourse still conceived the same gender categorization as the previous contexts, conferring on women the well-known social roles of care of the household8.

The same definition of women’s press, for the hereby analyzed materials, might not be so exact: the Istrian Italian-speaking press that specifically addressed women, treating topics that were conceptualized as suitable for the women, rarely, if ever, was made up of articles that were written by women. In most cases, these articles were produced either by the already embedded male journalists of the Istrian Italian community or even by the Party organs, which were comprised mostly of men.

Furthermore, the Italian-speaking context of people’s power Istria has been chosen as the central focus of this article because, as mentioned previously, the Istrian women had been living under the fascist conception of femininity, and at a cultural level Istrian Italians made reference to an external homeland9 that was not socialist. After the war, in fact, the DC (Democrazia Cristiana, Christian Democracy; the Christian-democratic party that ruled the Italian political scene after the war, in which it already contributed to the partisan struggle and the formation of the new Republican political scenario, until the 1980s) started getting more and more political power in Italy, whilst the country was losing its authority on the peninsula, until the shaping of the aforementioned FTT with the 1947 Paris Peace Treaty. The Italians who decided to remain in Istria instead of fleeing to Italy gradually witnessed the change of authority over their peninsula, with radical modifications to its social fabric, and the rise of tensions between their external homeland and the land where they decided to stay10. For postwar Istrian Italians, the elaboration of femininity and female gender roles tapped into a more general need for an elaboration of their own identification as a group and their own role in the new Yugoslav society. Therefore, the construction of the new imagery of the Istrian Italian women unavoidably paired up with a more general effort to create a new identification for Istrian Italians as a group that was part of the new Yugoslav society.

The hereby examined case study of the Italian language female press in people’s power Istria provides us, in its semantics and in its expressive forms, all the tools to read into what was a total transformation of a society, of which the new conceptualization of women was a part: a process of conceptualization and categorization within the struggle for conceptualization and categorization of a whole group of population.

Lastly, there is another reason for this choice, that comes from the very state of studies. While the topic of Yugoslav women’s press only got some attention from the scholars, mainly from the Yugoslav academic world, the Istrian Italian specificity did not have the same dedication. It looks like the Yugoslav women’s press has been analyzed only in scholarly essays and papers that were focused either on Yugoslav partisan press as a whole11 or, on a wider scale, on the role of women in the Yugoslav society during and after the Second
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7 BATICIĆ, Women and Yugoslav Partisans, 236-239; Biljana KASIĆ, Sandra PRLENDA, “Women’s History in Croatia: Displaced and Unhomed”, Aspasia, 7-1 (2013), 156.
9 For the definition of “external homeland” as the land of ideal cultural reference for groups living outside the borders of a political entity that founded its own political and cultural institutions on the identity of its populace as a group, which is seen as made up of co-nationals by the groups sharing the same cultural imagery outside the border, see Rogers BRUBAKER, Nationalism Reframed. Nationhood and the national question in the New Europe, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996.
world war², even if a bigger attention to the topic was paid by some specific studies that focused on the women's cultural organization in the partisan institutions, showing women's press as an indicator of social involvement and empowerment for the category³.

The Istrian Italian women's press, specifically, did not have the same fortune, because while the Yugoslav scholarly sphere never paid particular attention to the issues of the Italian minority, the scholars from the external homeland hardly accepted any representation of their co-nationals at the other side of the border as really identifying themselves as socialist, Yugoslav citizens⁴. A representation of the Istrian Italians as forced to identify as Yugoslavs would scarcely match with such a reality of political initiatives. At the moment, most of the historiography on Istrian Italians comes from the minority, with its own historians and cultural institutions; this topic, though, has not garnered interest yet.

The first hemerographic source that is going to be examined in this essay is La Donna Istriana (“The Istrian Woman”), which was issued during the same years of the war, throughout the territories that were under partisan control. Its target was made up of both female partisans and women who had not enlisted yet, or who were giving external support to the partisans. This was the first systematization of the new vision of women by the Italian language partisan press that made reference to the KPJ’s Agitprop, hence by the very ideological direction of the Party. A wartime pamphlet dedicated to the International Women’s Day will also be observed.

Two more periodicals will be examined, as a comparison of the contrasting contexts of Trieste and Yugoslav Istria. The two had the same title, Donne (“Women”); however, they did not share the context nor the authors. One started its publications in 1946 in Trieste and the further frontier territories that were under the administration of the Allied military forces; it was the women’s press service for the Slavic-Italian Antifascist Union, which was the civil mass organization of the Communist Party of the Julian March, later Communist Party of the FTT. Therefore, it was not the expression of an actual ruling power, but rather of a mass movement that was seeking for hegemony and had a strong critical stance towards the Anglo-American administration. The other magazine had been the women’s issue of the many magazines that were edited by Unione degli Italiani in Istria, where the ruling institution was


were still leaving many activities to the men, such as charges in the partisan institutions, the production of propaganda and the same active fighting; yet there was satisfaction with other kinds of activities they undertook, such as the care of supplies\textsuperscript{21}. The role of care was accepted as matter of fact; however, there was the intention to enlarge the spectrum of social activities for the women, without relegating them to the previous conditions of social segregation.

The last programmatic article to be examined in this paper focused on the new women's rights the KPJ would have guaranteed, and can be considered an in-depth examination of the scenario the other two articles prospected for the Istrian women and their eventual achievements in the new society. After specifying that every woman in the territories the Yugoslav partisan authorities controlled had the same right as men to engage in the military activities and to exercise their political rights in every institution, the article illustrates how the women under the previous Yugoslav and – most of all – Italian authorities were deprived of any right of political expression. According to the article, this was derived from a natural tendency of reactionary regimes to prevent the people from questioning the established powers, whilst the Communist Party would have had equal rights for the women as one of its bases for legitimacy. The article also reminded the audience of the situation of widespread military repression the partisan and antifascist women had been living and were living in, in order to highlight the promised better life conditions after the victorious end of the war, and invited the women of Istria to take part in the political activity of the people’s power institutions\textsuperscript{22}.

As a last remark, the article – whose author only signed by the initials D.E. – seems to have been written by a woman, or better, this is the impression it was supposed to give. Linguistic forms such as «Ciascuna di noi» (“each one of us”, with a feminine declension of the pronoun), «Noi donne» (“we, the women”) or «potremo partecipare all’edificazione del nuovo stato» (“we could take part in the edification of the new state”, while talking about female participation) had been repeatedly used in the article’s last column, while it did not happen in the other two articles analyzed above, which had an impersonal and more dispatch-like approach. Nonetheless, the usage of topical representations of the female role in patriarchal societies, while describing what the Istrian women would have aspired to, was still present. Many references were made to a social collective responsibility of the female component towards the sons and their future, looking towards the end of the war («Il destino del popolo, il destino dei nostri figli è nelle nostre mani […] siamo responsabili davanti ai nostri figli […] Da noi dipende se i nostri figli godranno dei frutti di queste care vittime», meaning “the destiny of the people, the destiny of our sons is in our hands”, “we are responsible before our sons”, “it depends on us whether our sons might enjoy the outcome of these dear casualties”, respectively), and in one case the sons were shown alongside the husbands as the first casualties of war («Col...
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sangue e le ossa di migliaia dei nostri combattenti caduti, dei nostri figli e dei nostri mariti […]”, meaning “with the blood and bones of thousands of our fallen fighters, of our sons and of our husbands”). By using these expressions, the article appealed to the women through evoking their loved ones, who were represented either as fighters (as it was attached to any dominant imagery of masculinity the addressed could have internalized from the context in which they grew up) or as the weak and infantilized who needed protection, in order to live in a better society once they grew up. This choice of semantics and topics could reflect a theoretical pattern: the women were considered to have the utmost care of the household and, above all, the offspring, so much so that the cultural production would get women more involved in the common struggle by appealing to feelings that were evaluated as the most important to them. Yet, as seen before, the new conception of active citizenship for women was considered to be equally appealing: the old conceptions of femininity that were widespread in the previous context of patriarchy were questioned, though not yet at their very foundation, such as the schematized gender roles.

As all the three articles pointed out, partisan institutional concerns about women’s rights arose at the third conference of ZAVNOH (the Croatian branch of AVNOJ), held in the village of Topusko on May 8 and 9, 1944. In the conference’s final resolution, the equality of rights between men and women found its place in the Declaration on the basic rights of peoples and citizens of Democratic Croatia (“Deklaracija o osnovnim pravima naroda i grada Đemokratske Hrvatske”)23. That was not the first occasion in which attention was paid to Istrian Italian women, though. In the previous March, the Istrian Agitprop had issued a pamphlet24 that was dedicated to International Women’s Day, on March 8. This 12-pages long booklet started with narrative about the violence the Istrian women were subjected to by the Nazi troops and the Italian fascist occupiers who remained. This was a particular form of violence, in addition to the war-related one: besides bombings, killings and looting, the women were also constantly suffering from sexual harassment, rape and rape-related murder25. Nonetheless, after referencing such violence, the children were shown as proud of «their fathers […]» or «our sons and of our husbands”). By using these expressions, the article appealed to the women through evoking their loved ones, who were mentioned, the representation of the woman as primarily concerned about family was questioned, though as her byproduct, continued. Nonetheless, the interpretation of family this kind of propaganda promoted was not comparable to the famous model of antisocial nuclear family Edward Banfield would have provided in analyzing Italian families fifteen years later29. There was always an otherness, a further world, outer with respect to the family: it was the society, an external context of action and involvement for the women, as the KPJ hoped for. In order to mobilize them, though, the Party decided in touching them close to home first. The dichotomist pattern of a two faced propaganda, based on the perpetuation of a functional scheme that preserved stable gender roles on the one hand and of a perspective of involvement in the society they lived in on the other, is visible in this pamphlet.

24 A not so unusual medium of political communication at the time. For instance, even if we only consider the Yugoslav pamphlets that were issued in Italian language by Unione degli Italiani between 1947 and 1948, there were as much as 28 politically-connoted pamphlets between 10 and 60 pages of length. Most of these pamphlets either recollected Party resolutions or had a spin of political education for the children. Giovanni RADOSKI (ed.), Documenti X. Documenti dell’UIIF 1947-48, Rovigno: Centro di Ricerche Storiche – Rovigno (2010), 570-574.
26 Ibid, 2-5.
27 Ibid, 4.
28 Ibid, 4-5.
**Donne. Different narrations in two different contexts:**

As already said, there were two different communist publications for women called *Donne* in contexts of direct or indirect Yugoslav influence. The Triestine issue of *Unione Antifascista Italo-Slava* (Slavic-Italian Antifascist Union, UAIS) had been active between 1946 and 1948. The focus on political education was fairly evident: the purpose was to train politically aware women, in order to make them participate in the meetings and activities the UAIS was carrying forward.

As we can see from the review's third publication, for instance, the biggest emphasis was given to the immediate international and local political issues. On page 2, there was an article updating the readers on the developments of the Paris Peace Conference, which would have later created the Free Territory of Trieste. At the same time, while keeping the readers up to date with the debate on the assignation of Trieste and its background, the article had a clear purpose of political education, which was visible from the same title (“Who opposes the activity of the Paris Conference does not want peace”, overtly recalling the Italian stances that were stuck on claiming Istria back) to the whole text, in which the Yugoslav claims on the city and on part of the Julian March were shown as the only way to «peace and the establishment of security».

Moving along in the same issue’s pages, further attention is paid to the usual themes of home economics and organization of social daily life; structured, nonetheless, in a way that evokes the participation of women as active citizens. The articles have an explanatory tone, attentively informing the readers of the developments of the laws in the new Yugoslav society, highlighting the role of active citizenship in the participation in the institutions of people’s power and their decision processes in particular. It meant that the readers would have taken part in the active democratic participation in communist institutions if Trieste went under Yugoslav administration, and it was their task to do all in their power to make it a reality. For instance, in the following pages there were articles dedicated to topics such as voluntary work in Rijeka or legislative processes on marriage and healthcare, as well as the organization of summer camps for the children.

For the rest of the issue, all the articles were dedicated to matters that the readers would have taken part in the meeting and activities the UAIS was carrying forward.

were part of the systematized depiction of the unquestioned social role of ‘fireside angel’, the female gender already had before its exponents’ actual involvement in the partisan war. For instance, there are articles on domestic duties such as cooking41, cleaning42 and knitting43. One of the issue’s main topics was the care of children: there were articles for reassuring the readers about the high-quality schooling of their offspring in socialist Yugoslavia44, where a bilingual teaching would have been guaranteed in compliance with the internationalist principles of the KPJ, as well as other ones concerning the behavioral education of children45 and the glorification of maternity as a social duty46.

The division of tasks in the same magazine, or at least the gender segregation shining through the names that were used to sign the articles, could reflect a social division between gender roles, to some extent. Names of women, such as “Mariolina”, “Rossella”, “Maria” or “Edina”, signed articles that were centered on the care of the household and family, and that more generally addressed a figure of womanhood that was stuck in the same gender roles as before the war, with no participation in public life intended but a role of care that was perceived as having a social importance (although even less than in the namesake Triestine publication, that was more focused on building a new figure of woman as citizen). Meanwhile, the press review section was edited by the aforementioned ‘Politicus’; the pseudonym was in Latin, a language that was known by any Istrian who had had a higher education of any kind by the time Donne was issued, and it had a masculine ending. Furthermore, as an example, the author of the above seen article on education in socialist Yugoslavia was Pietro Marras, high school teacher and leading figure of the school commission of Unione degli Italiani. Marras was a man who held an important role in a community of which the readers were part, too, and he signed the article with his title of professor before his name. Another case of usage of a full name was a short novel by the renowned journalist and writer Giacomo Scotti, in the following number: he talked about his fictional mother, using an overly stereotyped representation of a Southern Italian woman, fully devoted to the care of the house and children even in situations of harsh poverty47.

It can easily be seen how for important figures of inner authority of the Italian community, that were mainly male, there was a focus on names and titles, as they engendered prestige and favored social acknowledgment; authorship, therefore, played a big role. The authors of the minor articles, instead, were either men who used female pseudonyms – in order to make the readers feel closer to the authors’ narration – or women who covered less important themes and for whom there was no perception of a necessity to use real names anyway, as there was no actual authorship intended.

Conclusion:

The Agitation and Propaganda offices of the KPJ, in Istria as well as in the whole Yugoslavia, invested on propaganda from the very start of the partisan involvement in the Second world war. Such propaganda addressed many different sectors of the society, and this also applied to women, who got the attention of specific publications. These magazines and pamphlets promoted the visions the Party had for Istrian women on what their role should be both in the partisan action and once the peninsula was annexed to the new socialist Yugoslavia. They had to work within two different existing frameworks, the ones of principles and context: the ideological guidelines of Marxist egalitarianism, according to which the inequality between man and woman would have disappeared along with any other superstructural disparity once capitalism ended, needed to harmonize with a context – the Istrian one – that had just been liberated from fascism. The previous fascist penetration into Istrian society meant that the vision of womanhood Mussolini’s regime promoted, which was made up of the well-known imagery of the fireside angel whose purpose in life was only to take care of house and family, had a propagation and could not be overlooked. Deconstruction could only work to some extent, either, because the expected transformation of the society would have been radical and total.

From the first publications, the Italian-speaking socialist women’s press in Istria embodied the two conflicting frameworks of Marxist devices and a previously fascistized context by synthesizing for the female audience guidelines that followed a pattern of innovation while, at the same time, still recalled a deep-rooted imagery. The gender roles that had previously been systematized by the fascist cultural production were not deconstructed in-depth, yet the promotion of new ways for the social involvement of women questioned them.

In cultural byproducts of the Istrien Agitprop such as the issue La Donna Istriana and the pamphlet 8 marzo, the role of care for the women continued being promoted: the sphere of care of household and family was not questioned as a female typicality, as a context of interaction that was still shown as natural for the women, and it was depicted with no need for a systematical theorization but with representations that always involved the private sphere. In the cultural production addressing women, it was common

to talk about home, family and children, whose well-being was threatened by the war, without questioning the common representation of the female gender as having the most important role in their care. In the actual partisan publications that were not addressing women, none of these above mentioned themes ever got such an attentive dedication by the authors.

Nonetheless, another pattern was the invitation to take part in the partisan struggle. The call to mobilization was the ultimate purpose of these publications, indeed; such a mobilization would have also implied an active participation in the social and political life of the new socialist society after the war, within the framework of people’s power’s institutions. This was the most innovative aspect of the political discourse relating to women in Istria: in opposition to the inwards, house-centered vision of women fascism promoted, the communist partisan institutions overtly called the women to take part in the construction and the well-being of the new society, thus making the prospected future attractive for the audience these kinds of publications had.

The existing, normalized gender roles were questioned by the same prospect of the women’s active involvement in the actual local political life. Nonetheless, the two patterns of referral to the gender categorizations through the systematization of a gender-based typicality and of active participation in social and political life intersected in the languages and the imagery that were used to call women to arms and political mobilization. The calls, as seen above, were mainly focused on the quiet living of the very nuclear household, which was threatened by the war and ought to be defended and restored by the action of women: the images of war as destruction of the social fabric were functional to encourage the female involvement in the partisan activity.

When comparing the two issues called Donne – that were the official women’s publications for UAIS and Unione degli Italiani, thus reflecting the official stances of the two institutions on the issue of the female social role – a big difference in themes and semantics can be noticed. While the Triestine issue addressed women in a context in which a call to mobilization was still necessary to make the Party exercise a larger political influence, thus inviting women to an active participation in social and political life, in Istria a position of authority had already been reached by the Yugoslav Communist Party, while the construction of a cultural hegemony was still in the making. Therefore, a bigger attention could be paid to the private sphere, as the mobilization of women was only meant to be within the structures of what was already the ruling party.